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KITP 2008
Axisymmetric vs 3D (z-periodic, $Bz_0=0.05$)

⇒ Axisymmetric solution is strongly unstable to 3D perturbations
⇒ Saturation both through dissipation and modification of background velocity for axisym / 3D toward constant azimuthal / constant angular velocity (cf. Julien & Knobloch 2005)
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Streaks of high and low speed / angular momentum
Angular Momentum Transport

Angular momentum fluxes \((x \cdot r)\)

\begin{align*}
\text{Reynolds and Maxwell stress fluxes of AM} \\
r u'_\theta u_r - r B_\theta B_r
\end{align*}

\(\Rightarrow\) Reynolds stress flux confinements to cylinder “boundary layers”

\(\Rightarrow\) Maxwell stress flux domination
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